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2019/20 season
LADIES
PISTE
Cloud Nine
One of the world's best-selling piste skis for female skiers. The reason they’re so popular is the
combination of unique technologies that make them super easy to control: the Piste Rocker makes
turning a breeze, while the Step Down Sidewall increases edge grip below the binding. The ski's
women-specific V-shape body also makes it perfect for precisely carved or smoothly drifted turns.
With a super clean look and stylishly embossed top sheet, this model is all about ease and elegance.

Ski length should come to between mouth and eyes
Sizes (CM): 150, 157, 164

MEN
PISTE
Redster X5 + FT 10 GW
Another very popular ski from atomic, the Redster X5 is a piste performance ski which bridges the
gap between slalom and giant slalom with its unique turning radius making it super versatile for all
types of piste skiing. The X5s high spec such as Full Sidewall and Power Woodcore makes it easy to
handle at any speed.

Ski length should come between the mouth and eyes
Sizes (CM): 161, 168, 175

UNISEX
ALL MOUNTAIN
Vantage 75C + L10GW
The Vantage 75 C is a confidence-boosting, lightweight all-mountain ski, built for skiers who ski
mainly on piste – giving them the power of a piste ski and the agility of an all-mountain ski in one.
The Carbon Tank Mesh adds strength across the whole ski creating a solid platform on all snow and
its thin 75mm waist is ideal on hard snow, ice and groomed pistes. This is the ideal ski for a nervous
skier whilst also offering the high performance for an intermediate skier.

Ski length should come between nose and forehead
Sizes (CM): 154, 161, 169, 177

Vantage 79C + FT10 GW
Similar to the Vantage 75C but with a slightly wider waist this ski offers stability and confidence on
all conditions, whether that be piste, powder or whatever the mountain has to offer.

Ski length should come between nose and forehead
Sizes (CM): 156, 163, 171, 179

Vantage 82 TI + FT12GW
A very popular ski amongst those who spent most of their time on piste but like the thrill of the
occasional adventure into fresh snow. Its sleek side cut is ideal for carving turns on hard snow,
assisted by the skis solid Titanium Tank Mesh, Cap Sidewall and Power Woodcore. Its light feeling
and strong skiing is great for the more advanced skier whilst offering confidence and support to the
new skiers, a combination that will leave every skier that rides it satisfied.

Ski length should come between nose and forehead
Sizes (CM): 159, 167, 174, 181

